Welcome!
We would dearly love to be performing the full 53 minute opera for you today, but we cannot ask
our musicians and singers to learn and rehearse it on the budget available. So we thought the next
best thing was to give you, the audience, the most authentic taste of what a full evening’s entertainment could be, in the hope that it will induce you, or someone you know, to collaborate to
bring Paciencia to life. Today we shall offer you some songs and a scene from the opera in full
costume but without sets or lighting; and as Paciencia is much more than just pastiche we shall
complement the excerpts with other essentially Spanish flavoured works written by non-Spanish
composers. To top off the afternoon, we shall mirror the artful sherry tasting scene in the opera
with a real sherry tasting of distinguished Lustau fino, amontillado and oloroso sherries (with a
guest appearance of the mysterious palo cortado) with tasting notes kindly supplied by Berry
Brothers and Rudd of St James’s.
Opera Unlimited's concept
The 21st century has seen a flowering of small opera companies in the UK presenting small-scale
productions of well-known operas in non-traditional venues. Opera Unlimited creates and
produces accessible and adventurous new works to complement this tradition, expand the
repertoire and entertain these new audiences. We maintain the highest artistic standards by
employing the finest singers and musicians. These have included several recent Royal Opera
House Jette Parker young artists, alongside more experienced singers such as Michael Chance,
Joan Rodgers, and Richard Suart. Because we are asking our artists to learn new works, we have a
policy of always paying appropriate professional rates for learning and rehearsing, which
represents vital, but unseen, costs.
Paciencia y Barajar extends a long tradition of “Spanish” music by non-Spanish composers,
dating from Scarlatti and Boccherini in the 18th Century through Glinka, Debussy and Ravel. Its
most famous operatic incarnation is Bizet’s Carmen, one of the most commonly reduced operas in
21st Century Britain. As well as the tradition of Spanish music by non-Spaniards, there is also the
long ‘Spanish season’ in the opera repertoire: the disproportionate number of operas set in Spain:
Le Nozze, Don Giovanni, Fidelio, Il Barbieri, La forza del destino, Don Carlos etc. By
incorporating and dramatizing a real-life sherry tasting in a Bodega, and celebrating the anglohispanic tradition of the sherry trade, Paciencia y Barajar combines the spirit of Scarlatti and
Carmen with flamenco guitar and dance for the modern age.
Opera Unlimited’s relationship with its’ sister ensemble, The Conference of Birds, is an integral
part of our work. Rather than relying on elaborate sets and props, the instruments and players
appear on stage similarly costumed with the singers and dancers and form an integral part of the
action. The ensemble has a history of transcribing and improvising with birdsong which brings a
freedom and flexibility of performing style, and contributes to the colourful immediacy of our
shows. For centuries Opera was a populist form which could be enjoyed by everyone across all
areas of European society. In the 20th Century rising costs meant that Opera became to some
extent the protégé of the state and of the corporate world and it became hard for such a wide
spectrum of people to reach and enjoy it. By creating short one off works combining popular
appeal but with all the musical authenticity of full opera, Opera Unlimited sets opera free again
to delight and surprise us all, both individuals and corporates.

THE CONCERT
PART ONE
Boccherini arr. Julian Bream and George Malcolm:
Fandango.
Carlos Bonell and Peter Cowdrey
Bizet:
Seguedilla from Carmen.
Olympia Hetherington (mezzo soprano)
and Peter Cowdrey (Piano)
Mozart:
Madamina, il catalogo e questo from Don Giovanni
Christopher Jacklin and Peter Cowdrey
Couperin:
Le Rossignol en amour
La linotte effarouchée
Jennifer Raven, Liz Cowdrey and Peter Cowdrey
Cowdrey and Raven:
Tropical Boubou from African Birds
Jennifer Raven and Peter Cowdrey
Cowdrey:
Auroriole
Jennifer Raven, Liz Cowdrey and Peter Cowdrey

PART TWO
Cowdrey:
From Paciencia y Barajar:
Paquita, Paquita
Chris (Edmundo),
Liz Cowdrey and Carlos Bonell
One Grape, the Palomino
Christopher Jacklin (Don Luis), Olympia Hetherington
(Edmundo), Liz Cowdrey, Carlos Bonell and Peter Cowdrey
My Heart has been Sifted
Olympia Hetherington (Paquita), Chris Jacklin (Edmundo),
Jennifer Raven, Liz Cowdrey and Carlos Bonell
Fat and Golden Brown
Chris Jacklin (Don Luis), Carlos Bonell and Peter Cowdrey
Hope is like a Wine
Olympia Hetherington (Esperanza), Liz Cowdrey, Carlos Bonell and Peter
Cowdrey
Esperanza y Pepe
Olympia Hetherington (Paquita), Chris Jacklin (Edmundo),
Jennifer Raven, Liz Cowdrey, Carlos Bonell and Peter Cowdrey

SYNOPSIS
Cast/instrumentation (each singer/dancer is paired onstage with an instrument):

Paco. (a widowed barrel maker)…………………………………………baritone/Double Bass
Paquita (his older daughter)… .……………………………………..………….. Soprano/Flute
Pilar (his younger daughter)…..……………………………………….……...Soprano/Clarinet
Edmund (a young Scotsman apprenticed at the Bodega)………………………....Tenor/Violin
Don Luis (head of the bodega)……………..…………………….………..Bass-Baritone/Cello
Esperanza (a secretary)…………………………………….………Mezzosoprano/Cor Anglais
Pepe (foreman at the Bodega) …………………………………………….…….Dancer/Guitar
Place: A sherry bodega in Jerez
Time: The present Running Time: 53 minutes.

A lone guitarist starts to play. Two barrels seem to start talking to each other: young lovers,
Paquita, a native, and Edmund, an apprentice from Scotland, are hiding from her father, Paco,
the master barrel-maker, and her predatory younger sister, Pilar. They quarrel and part. When
discovered by Paco, Edmund pretends to be admiring the barrels. Paco complains of his
wayward daughters and seems to be threatening them with a beating. Edmund, relieved to have
escaped detection, is then surprised by Pilar, who has been listening in on the whole scene. She
entices Edmund, but hides as Don Luis, the owner of the Bodega, enters. He reminds Edmund
of the serious nature of their enterprise: “a bodega is not a bordello”. A furious Paquita returns
and attacks Edmund for talking to Pilar. Pilar reappears, and the sisters begin to fight. Enter a
horrified Paco, who separates them.
The clock strikes twelve: Don Luis invites the company to taste sherry as part of Edmund’s induction. Enter two strange figures: Pepe, the silent foreman, who comes to draw the sherry with
the requisite skill, and Esperanza, a beautiful woman who has applied for the post of Don Luis’
new secretary. Don Luis is aroused by Esperanza and decides that she too will be part of the
tasting. He is surprised to discover that Pepe and Esperanza are already acquainted. The tasting
begins. Edmund tastes a fino sherry, Paco an amontillado, Don Luis an oloroso – but the wine
has strange cathartic effect on each and they sing revealingly of their concerns. Don Luis, now
eager to be alone with Esperanza, sends them back to work. He insinuates to Esperanza that
their work together might lead to intimacy. However Esperanza tells him firmly that she will be
a secretary and nothing more. Don Luis, impressed by her character, offers her the job none the
less.
The others return, and Pepe is called upon to serve more sherry. Esperanza and Pepe – hope and
wine – lead a celebratory dance, and the company sings their praises, as now each has resolved
their problems. Edmund will be faithful to Paquita. Moreover it turns out that Paco and
Esperanza are drawn to each other: Paco has found a wife and a mother for his daughters. Don
Luis has at least found a capable secretary. All exit in high spirits, leaving only the guitarist on
stage. In a coda, Pilar, observes that she alone has been left out of this happy resolution, but she
considers this a mark of her superior nature, likening herself to a palo cortado, a mysterious
hybrid sherry that is neither amontillado nor oloroso, but more coveted than either. The voice of
Don Luis is heard calling her to his office. She leaves the stage with a knowing laugh.

Music and Libretto
Opera Unlimited is a creative partnership founded in 2010 between composer Peter Cowdrey and
librettist Hamish Robinson. Our first two collaborations were The Lovely Ladies at Christies and
The Mad Duchess at Boughton House. The premieres of these two operas combined raised
£80,000 for Maggie’s Cancer Centres. The Death of Hook for Children's Choir, soloists and
ensemble, was premiered in Moffat in March 2019. We hope to produce the premiere of Paciencia
y Barajar in 2021. We are also working on a commission to produce a one act opera based on
Milton's Paradise Lost in collaboration with the London School of Puppetry.

Musicians
The Conference of Birds was founded in 2009 by Peter Cowdrey. It is a flexible ensemble with a
special interest in creating and performing music based on birdsong. Repertoire ranges from
traditional and baroque music to improvisations, often accompanied by live or recorded birdsong.
The ensemble is led by Liz Cowdrey, and Peter Cowdrey is the composer-in-residence. The
Conference of Birds received British Council funding to work with birdsong inspired artists in the
Amazon basin and leads birdsong, music and walking tours.
The Conference of Birds is the dedicated ensemble of Opera Unlimited. The Conference of Birds
is also the charitable education initiative for Planet Birdsong (2013) another Peter Cowdrey
initiative.
Cast and performers for 6th October 2019 concert.

Peter Cowdrey (Composer)
Peter Cowdrey won music scholarships to Winchester College and Trinity College Cambridge. He
studied composition with Oliver Knussen. His opera Zeller was performed by the Cambridge
University Opera Society in 1985.
He was resident in Polynesia for three years. He then founded the world music group Orbestra,
which toured in Europe from Shetland to Bulgaria and in South America, and recorded with
Hannibal/Rykodisc. In 1995 he conducted the premiere of his A Garden amidst Flames in Aya
Irene, one of Istanbul’s great basilicas, the culmination of a year-long project for the Istanbul
Festival bringing together musical traditions that had diverged after the crusades. Peter's works
have been premiered at Schleswig Holstein Festival, the Royal Albert Hall, Queen Elizabeth Hall
and Purcell Room. Bremania was commissioned by the BBC Concert Orchestra and premiered in
Bucharest in October 2016; it received its UK premier in Bristol on March 23rd 2019. Peter has
written music for the Royal Shakespeare Company. Recovered Voices, a song cycle based of transcriptions of the recorded voices of Gumilev, Mandelstam, Akhmatova and Pasternak, was
premiered at the 2016 Moffat Russian Conference.
As pianist Peter is a member of the trio Jubovski, which plays
virtuoso gypsy inspired music from Haydn and Bartok to
Transylvanian folk music and improvisation. In 2017 he played
Mussorgsky's Pictures at an Exhibition live while Russian
artist Eugenie Vronskaya reimagined the pictures live; they
repeated this performance in Dumfries in April 2019,
auctioning all of the pictures in aid of Dumfries Historic Building Trust.
Many of Peter's compositions are inspired by birdsong; in 2009 he founded the ensemble The
Conference of Birds. He founded a charitable initiative, Planet Birdsong which promotes
education and global communication through birdsong. With his sister Liz Peter leads Birdsong and
Music Walking Tours.

Hamish Robinson (Librettist)
Hamish Robinson has written the librettos for two other one act operas in
collaboration with Peter Cowdrey, as well as Paciencia y Barajar, including The
Lovely Ladies and The Mad Duchess. He is currently working on a puppet opera
based on Paradise Lost with The London School of Puppetry.
He was educated at Winchester College and University College London and is
Director of the Hawthornden Literary Retreat at Hawthornden Castle. He has
published two books, The Gift Returned, a collection of poems, and Rifiuti, a
verse commentary with photographs by the artist Hadrian Pigott, both in 2005. In
2004/5, he was poet in residence at the Wordsworth Trust in Grasmere. In 2007,
he delivered the Pete Laver Memorial Lecture: “On Resolution and
Independence”, and in 2010, he gave a talk with readings for the National
Theatre entitled The Poetry of W. H. Auden. He has published poems in the
TLS, New Statesman, the Daily Telegraph, Standpoint, the Quarterly Review
and The Moth. He was runner-up in the TLS/Blackwells Poetry Competition in
2003.
Carlos Bonell (Guitar)
Carlos Bonell was born in London of Spanish parents and studied at the Royal
College of Music with John Williams where he was appointed the
youngest-ever professor. He gained prominence through his Decca recording
of Rodrigo's Concierto de Aranjuez which has been repeatedly singled out as
the finest version available. Over the past few years Carlos has been helping
Sir Paul McCartney in editing, notating and recording a concerto he is
composing for guitar and orchestra. Carlos’ discography includes more than
20 CD and DVD recordings. His 2012 album Magical Mystery Guitar
Tour went to number one on the UK classical iTunes charts. In 2018 Carlos
spent time in the studio recording music for the UK TV series Endeavour (the
young Inspector Morse). Carlos also recorded the guitar music and theme with
orchestra for the original Inspector Morse series – 30 years ago! His most
recent album Once We Moved Like The Wind includes the first guita recording of music from The Piano by Michael Nyman. www.carlosbonell.com
Christopher Jacklin (Baritone)
The oldest child of a musical family, Christopher is a graduate of ENO’s Opera
Works and the Royal College of Music. Studying with Justin Lavender, he is a
prize-winner in the Joan Chissell Schumann, AESS Patricia Routledge and
Haverhill Sinfonia Competitions. He won the 2011 ROSL Ensemble Competition
with the octet Cries of London.
His operatic credits include Curio (cover) Julius Caesar (ENO), Oreste, Iphigénie
en Tauride (Euphonia, Somerset House), Figaro, Barber of Seville
(OperaUpClose), Servillio, Lucio Papiro Dittaore (Ensemble Serse, London Handel
Festival), Orpheus, Orpheus in the Underworld (RCM, Britten Theatre),
Grosvenor, Patience (RCM, Musée D’Orsay, Paris), Onegin, Eugene Onegin
(Bloomsbury Opera), Count Gil, Il Segreto di Susanna (Grimeborn Festival),
Marcello, La Bohème (Silent Opera, The Old Vic Tunnels), Papageno, The Magic
Flute (ENO Baylis’ “Know the Show”), Dottore Grenvil, La Traviata for Iford
Festival Opera, Renato, Un Ballo in Maschera for Opera Up Close. He is also
gaining recognition in contemporary opera, performing Peter Cowdrey’s The
Lovely Ladies at the Buxton Festival, Luis Soldado’s Hotel Suite with the Lisbon
Contemporary Music Ensemble, Keith Burnstein’s Manifest Destiny with Opera Up
Close, the world premiere of Darren Bloom’s Little Kettle-Head at the Tête-a-Tête
and Grimeborn Festivals for Size Zero Opera (a co-development with LSO

Soundhub) and Narrator in Britten’s Paul Bunyan for British Youth Opera. He sang the role of the Earl of
Montagu on the premiere recording of Peter Cowdrey’s The Mad Duchess alongside internationally
acclaimed soprano Gillian Webster. In concert, he has performed Monteverdi’s 1610 Vespers with the
English Cornett and Sackbut Ensemble, Elgar’s The Kingdom with Abingdon Choral Society, Verdi’s
Requiem at the Wycombe Swan Theatre, and Handel’s Messiah with Cries of London. He also sang at the
close of the 2011 Cardiff Music Festival alongside Dennis O’Neill, the opening of the 2013 Dean &
Chadlington Festival alongside Richard Coxon and Craig Ogden, and at the Anghiari Festival with
Southbank Symphonia, Festival Ensemble Stuttgart with the Internationale Bachakademie, and Spitalfields
Festival with Cries of London.

Olympia Hetherington (Mezzo Soprano)
Olympia is a graduate of Jesus College, Cambridge and the Royal Northern
College of Music. In July 2017 she made her professional debut at
Longborough Festival Opera in the role of Third Spirit and Second Lady cover
(Die Zauberflöte) and returned again in 2018 to cover Dryade in Ariadne Of
Naxos. During her time at the RNCM she performed various roles in opera
scenes I ncluding Concepcion (L’Heure Espagnole), Idamante (Idomeneo) and
Marcellina (Le Nozze di Figaro).
In August and September 2019, Olympia sang the role of Suzuki in Opera
Loki’s production of Madame Butterfly in France and London. Olympia
regularly performs as an oratorio and concert soloist and recently toured the UK
with the Merry Opera Company’s dramatic production of Handel’s Messiah.
Other recent performances include Pergolesi Stabat Mater, Vivaldi
Introduction and Gloria, Haydn Nelson Mass and Schubert Mass in G as well
as ‘My Utmost Art’ (settings of poetry by George Herbert) with Timothy West
at Wilton House. Recent engagements include Handel Dixit Dominus with the
Orchestra of St John’s at the Ashmolean Museum, and Mozart Requiem with
the St John Singers.
Elizabeth Cowdrey (Violin)
Liz combines 2-3 decades of researching and performing gypsy, folk and birdsong-related music internationally with an interest in the movement and
communication aspects of violin playing.
Collaborations with her brother span these years. A founder member of
Orbestra (and The Folk Orchestra), she continues to spread the gypsy spirit with
Jubovski Trio and Cowdrey Duo while promoting birdsong through The
Conference of Birds and Planet Birdsong, acting also as violinist in Peter’s
various operas. Liz also freelances on violin and viola in classical orchestras and
chamber ensembles across southern England.
Jennifer Raven (Flute)
Jennifer studied at the University of Bristol, and with Wissam Boustany at
Trinity College of Music in London. She co-founded the London-Jerusalem
music project and Fairbeats!, a music education charity for young refugees and
new migrant communities. She travelled to Amazonia with The Conference of
Birds for a British Council residency and played at the premiere of Peter
Cowdrey's opera, The Mad Duchess with Opera Unlimited. She is currently
Programme Manager at Sound Connections leading on Youth Leadership and
Challenging Circumstances. Previously she worked for ARK Schools. As an
orchestral musician, Jennifer has performed as part of the Bristol Ensemble
for a programme of gypsy and baroque music and as a soloist her venues
include the Queen Elizabeth Hall on the Southbank and concertos in the UK
and Czech Republic.

